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ABSTRACT
We present a new filtering method for the attenuation of ground-roll. The method is
based on the application of a bi-dimensional filter for obtaining the time-derivative of
the seismograms. Before convolving the filter with the input data matrix, the normal
moveout correction is applied to the seismograms with the purpose of flattening the
reflections. The method can locally attenuate the amplitude of data of low frequency
(in the ground-roll and stretch normal moveout region) and enhance flat events (re-
flections). The filtered seismograms can reveal horizontal or sub-horizontal reflections
while vertical or sub-vertical events, associated with ground-roll, are attenuated. A
regular set of samples around each neighbourhood data sample of the seismogram is
used to estimate the time-derivative. A numerical approximation of the derivative is
computed by taking the difference between the interpolated values calculated in both
the positive and the negative neighbourhood of the desired position. The coefficients
of the 2D time-derivative filter are obtained by taking the difference between two
filters that interpolate at positive and negative times. Numerical results that use real
seismic data show that the proposed method is effective and can reveal reflections
masked by the ground-roll. Another benefit of the method is that the stretch mute,
normally applied after the normal moveout correction, is unnecessary. The new fil-
tering approach provides results of outstanding quality when compared to results
obtained from the conventional FK filtering method.

INTRODUCTIO N

In seismic exploration, the noise present in seismograms with
trace-to-trace regularity is classified as coherent noise. Among
these types of noise, ground-roll, present in land and ocean
bottom seismic surveys, is responsible for a significant reduc-
tion in the signal-to-noise ratio. The ground-roll is associated
with Rayleigh-type surface waves that occur in the zone of
low velocity near the surface (Yilmaz 1987). It occurs in land
and ocean bottom seismic data dominating some portions of
the seismograms, interfering and, therefore masking the seis-
mic reflections of interest. The attenuation or removal of this
kind of noise represents a serious obstacle to the processing of
seismic data. The main characteristics of this noise are its high
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amplitude, low velocity, dispersion and the concentration of
energy in the low frequencies.

Several papers have been published in geophysics lit-
erature investigating methods for the attenuation of the
ground-roll. Some of them show that the ground-roll can
be attenuated during the acquisition, through special source
and receiver arrays (Anstey 1986; Pritchett 1991). Such
a strategy may have logistical limitations or be unusable
on data already acquired (Harlan, Claerbout and Rocca
1984; Shieh and Herrmann 1990). Other authors have
tried new approaches based on filtering methods applied
in the frequency, Radon or wavelet domains, or have ap-
plied numerical transformations such as Karhunen-Loeve and
SVD, or have used polarization filters and multi-component
data (Claerbout 1983; Saatçilar 1988; Song and Stewart
1993; Liu 1999; Henley 2003; Kendall, Jin and Ronen
2005; Yarham, Boeniger and Herrmann 2006). One of
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the geometry of a (3 × 3) interpolation operator O+
j . Its central position is indicated by the black circle,

which also identifies the operator. The cross symbol in boldface indicates the desired position for the output, shifted for positive times, where
the distances to the data are used for calculation of the weights w+

i .

the simplest filtering approaches used in the ground-roll
attenuation problem, is FK filtering, based on the 2D Fourier
transform (Embree, Burg and Backus 1963; Wiggins 1966).
The ground-roll, represented by linear events with low veloci-
ties, is mapped as lines in the FK domain and can consequently
be filtered by using a 2D band-pass filter.

Although the FK method is effective in the removal of
linear events, it also attenuates any primary reflected sig-
nals present in the frequency band and dip range of the
ground-roll.

This paper presents a new filtering method for ground-
roll attenuation using a 2D time-derivative filter. Before con-
volving the filter with the data matrix, the normal moveout
(NMO) correction is applied to the seismograms with the pur-
pose of flattening the reflections. We illustrate the method by
using land seismic data from the Tacutu basin, located in the

northeast of Brazil. The seismic data was acquired by PETRO-
BRAS in 1981 (Eiras and Kinoshita 1990).

This paper is organized in the following way: First, we
present the method that is used to generate the 2D derivative
filter. Next, we present numerical results using real seismic
data. Finally, we present the conclusions.

A 2D T IME D ERIVATIVE F ILTER

Let f (x, t) represent the wave field recorded in the seismogram.
A numerical approximation of the first time-derivative of the
function f (x, t) may be calculated with the expression,

∂ f (x, t)
∂t

≈ f (x, t + δt) − f (x, t − δt)
2δt

, (1)

where δ t > 0 represents a perturbation in the time variable.
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Figure 2 Original shot-gather after NMO correction in (a). Forward interpolation using O+
j in (b). Backward interpolation using O−

j in (c).
Difference between results in (b) and (c) is shown in (d).

Figure 3 Coefficients of the 2D filters used in obtaining the first time-derivative of the seismograms.
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As in the Taylor expansion method, the surrounding sam-
ples to a given position r = (x, t) may be used to estimate the
partial derivatives.

Let I(r+) and I(r−) represent approximations of the function
f (x, t) in the positive r+ = (x, t + δ t), and negative r− = (x, t −
δ t) neighbourhood time position, calculated by using a linear
interpolation method:

f (r+) ≈
N∑

i=1

w+
i Ai = I(r+) (2)

f (r−) ≈
N∑

i=1

w−
i Ai = I(r−) (3)

where:
N is the number of data samples used in the linear interpola-
tion;
Ai represents the amplitude of the input data matrix at posi-
tion ri, taken in the neighbourhood of the desired position r
and
{w+

i , w−
i } represents the coefficients used in the interpolation

at positions r+ and r− respectively.
Using equations (2) and (3) in equation (1) we obtain:

∂ f (x, t)
∂t

≈ I(r+) − I(r−)
2δt

=
N∑

i=1

(w+
i − w−

i )
2δt

Ai . (4)

Equation (4) gives a numerical approximation of the time-
derivative from the difference between the interpolated values
taken at two positions close to the desired position. In order
to evaluate directly the time-derivative by using only one 2D
filter, we combine the coefficients of the two interpolation
operators into one:

Dt = O+ − O− =
{

(w+
i − w−

i )
2δt

, i = 1, . . . , N
}

. (5)

The computational implementation is simplified by consid-
ering the data matrix (seismograms) as corresponding to a
regular grid. In this case we may design a 2D filter and the
derivative may be obtained by convolving it with the data
matrix. The first derivative with respect to time is given by:

A′
t = A ∗ Dt , (6)

where ∗ represents the convolution, Dt represents the 2D filter
to evaluate the first derivative and A represents the (Nt × Nx)
input data matrix associated with the seismograms. The first
derivative filter can be applied in cascade to generate higher
order derivatives.

The derivative with respect to the spatial variable x, if de-
sired, may be obtained in a similar way. In the case of a

Figure 4 Flowchart of the seismic processing used in obtaining the
stacked section.

regular grid, with equal x and t sampling intervals, we can
use the transpose of the operator, or the transpose of the data
matrix to obtain the derivative with respect to the x variable:

A′
x = DT

t ∗ A = Dt ∗ AT . (7)

Obtaining the interpolation weights

A very simple approach to compute the weights wi required in
equations (2) and (3) is given by the Shepard method (Shepard
1968). By using this method we can compute the interpolation
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Figure 5. Super-gather formed by 10 CMPs in (a) and its corresponding velocity analysis in (b).

weights based on the inverse of the distance:

w j =
1
dj∑N

i=1
1
di

. (8)

where di = |r −ri | represents the distance between the po-
sition r of the desired output where we want to interpolate
and the data position ri. It can be shown that the Shepard
method reproduces the data values at its original positions i.e.,
I(ri) = Ai.

In the case of a regular grid, the coefficients wi of an N × N
interpolation operator need to be generated only once and ap-
plied to all data matrix by means of convolution, making the
interpolation method simple and computationally efficient.

Equation (8) may be used in the computation of the weights
w+

i and w−
i required in equation (5). We point out that the

proposed method may be used to generate 2D operators to
evaluate the derivative in any direction.

Figure 1 shows the geometry used in designing the 3 × 3
interpolation operators O+

j for the positive neighbourhood of
time. The number represented inside the black circle identi-
fies the operator and indicates its central position. The cross,
in boldface, indicates the output position to obtain the in-
terpolated value. As indicated in the figure, the operators
O+

1 , O+
3 , O+

7 and O+
9 are used only in the vertexes of the input

matrix; the operators O+
2 , O+

4 , O+
6 and O+

8 are used to inter-
polate along the sides of the input matrix. The operator O+

5 is
used for interpolating all remaining points and works in the
interval {2 ≤ xi ≤ Nx − 1} and {2 ≤ ti ≤ Nt − 1}.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained by applying the op-
erators O+

j and O−
j in a shot-gather corrected for NMO

(Fig. 2a). The interpolated forward (O+
j ) and backward (O−

j )
results are shown in Figs 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. Figure
2(d) shows the difference between results in Figs 2(b) and
2(c). In the region of the stretch (0.0–0.6s), the low frequency
of the input data implies approximately equal results for the
forward and backward interpolation and, consequently, the
stretch is considerably removed as shown in Fig. 2(d).

As presented in Fig. 2 the method can locally attenuate the
amplitude of low frequency data (in the NMO stretch region)
and may emphasize the flat events (reflections).

Figure 3 contains the coefficients of the derivative filters
calculated using equation (5). The time and the spatial sam-
pling intervals of the data matrix were considered equal
(�x = �t = 1). The perturbation in the time variable, δ t, used
in the evaluation of the numeric derivative was defined as half
of the sampling interval, δ t = �t/2. One may notice that the
filters D2

t , D5
t and D8

t are anti-symmetrical, with respect to the
time variable. The 2D derivative operator is applied by means
of the convolution. Its output may also be considered to be
the result of a weighted mixing process applied to the first
time-derivative of the traces, using a sliding spatial window,
along the offset direction.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section we test the proposed method on a land seismic
line. A shot-gather is used for comparing the results obtained
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Figure 6 Filtered shot-gather. The output of the low-cut filter is shown in (a). The FK result is shown in (b). The result of mixing three adjacent
traces of (a) is shown in (c).
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Figure 7 Filtered shot-gather after NMO correction. The output of the low-cut filter is shown in (a). The FK result is shown in (b). The result
of mixing three adjacent traces of (a) is shown in (c).
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Figure 8 Reverse NMO correction of shot-gathers presented in Fig. 7. The output of the low-cut filter is shown in (a). The FK result is shown
in (b). The result of mixing three adjacent traces of (a) is shown in (c).

using the following methods: low-cut, FK, low-cut plus mix
and the proposed 2D time-derivative approach.

The seismic line used in the numerical examples contains
179 shots recorded at 4 ms sampling interval. The acquisition
parameters were: split-spread geometry, offsets of 2500-150-
0-150-2500 m, 12-fold common-midpoint (CMP), 96 chan-
nels/shot, distance between geophones 50 m and distance be-
tween shot points 200 m. The main problems with such seis-
mic data are its low signal-to-noise ratio, due to the presence of
the ground-roll and the low CMP coverage (fold of 1200%).

Before filtering the ground-roll we pre-processed the data
using the following sequence: geometry, noise edit, mute,
conventional CMP velocity analysis and NMO correction.
Figure 4 presents the flowchart used in the processing of the
RL-5090 seismic line.

Figure 5 shows the velocity analysis of a super-gather
formed by 10 CMPs. The presence of the ground-roll seriously
masks the reflections thus damaging the velocity determina-
tion.

A shot-gather was used in the testing of the following con-
ventional filtering approaches: low-cut, FK and low-cut plus
mix. Figure 6(a) shows the result of the low-cut filter (10–

15) Hz. The result of FK filtering is presented in Fig. 6(b). The
reject polygon is located between 10 and 20 Hz. Figure 6(c)
shows the result obtained by mixing three adjacent traces of
Fig. 6(a).

As illustrated in Fig. 5, an initial velocity analysis was per-
formed and applied to all CMPs. Due to the low CMP cov-
erage of the survey the seismic traces were reorganized in the
common-shot gather after the NMO correction. In this do-
main, the reflections are approximately flattened, as shown in
Fig. 7. Figures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) show the output of the low-
cut, FK and the trace mix approach applied to the shot-gather
with NMO correction. We observe that the stretched data in
the interval 0.0–0.6s was considerably attenuated.

By applying the reverse NMO to the data shown in Fig.
7 we obtain the filtered shot-gathers shown in Fig. 8. These
results should be compared with Fig. 6. The improvement in
the signal-to-noise ratio, obtained specially in the region of
the shallow reflections, between 0.0–1.3 s may be observed
in Figs. 8(a), 8(b) and 8(c). All three filtering approaches that
were used provide better results when applied after the NMO
correction. They take advantage of the horizontal coherence
of the reflections generated by the NMO correction. As the
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Figure 9 Results of the first and second 2D time-derivative applied to a shot-gather after NMO correction. The original shot-gather after the
NMO correction is shown in (a). The first and second 2D time-derivatives are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.

ground-roll is not flattened by the NMO correction, it is par-
tially attenuated during the 2D filtering process, as indicated
by the low-cut plus mix results, shown in Fig. 8(c).

In the next examples we illustrate the application of the 2D
time-derivative approach to attenuate the ground-roll and at
the same time to reinforce the reflections. The filtering was
applied to shot-gathers after NMO correction. We used the
initial velocity obtained from the velocity analysis of super-
gathers formed by 10 CMPs, as presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 9 shows the results of the 2D first and second time-
derivative of the shot-gather used in the numerical experi-
ments. The input data matrix, formed by the shot-gather cor-
rected from the NMO, is shown in Fig. 9(a). The filtered seis-
mograms, using the first and second 2D time-derivative, are
shown in Figs 9(b) and 9(c), respectively. Figure 9(b) was used
as input data to compute the second derivative. In addition
to the attenuation of the ground-roll and the enhancement of
the underlying reflections, a reduction of NMO stretch can be
seen.

Figure 10 shows the original and the filtered common-shot
gathers after applying the reverse NMO correction. The orig-
inal seismograms are shown in Fig. 10(a) and the results

obtained using the first and second 2D time-derivatives are
shown in Figs 10(b) and 10(c), respectively. The ground-roll
was practically removed, thus improving the signal-to-noise
ratio and the lateral continuity of the reflection, formerly
masked by noise.

Figure 11 shows the amplitude spectrum of the original
and the filtered seismograms obtained using the FK and the
time-derivative methods. When comparing the curves of Fig.
11, one notices that the new 2D time-derivative filtering ap-
proach produces attenuation of the amplitude spectrum in the
frequency band of the ground-roll and an increase of the high
frequency signal. This is not seen in the amplitude spectrum
after FK filtering, which produces a severe cut in the low fre-
quency band of the ground-roll.

As a consequence of the computational manipulation of
the original seismograms (direct NMO, 2D time-derivative
and reverse NMO) the waveform was affected and an ad-
ditional filtering step can be applied to recover the original
wavelet. This transformation may be performed by using the
conventional least-squares shaping filter following the steps:
(i) estimate the autocorrelation coefficients associated with
the bandwidth frequency of the wavelet 15–50 Hz, of the
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Figure 10 Reverse NMO correction of shot-gathers presented in Fig. 9. The first and second 2D time-derivatives are shown in (b) and (c),
respectively.

Figure 11 Amplitude spectra of the seismograms shown in Figs 9(a),
8(b) and 9(c).

input (Fig. 10a) and output seismograms (Fig. 10c); (ii) com-
pute the minimum-phase wavelets associated with the original
and the filtered seismograms; (iii) compute the shaping filter
to recover the minimum-phase wavelet of the input seismo-
grams and (iv) convolve the shaping filter with the filtered
seismograms (Robinson and Treitel 1980; Porsani 1996).

Figure 12 shows the super-gather presented in Fig. 5 after
applying the 2D filtering method and its corresponding veloc-
ity analysis. A better definition of the velocities in the sem-
blance plot may be observed. Results as good as this could

probably be obtained by using the low-cut plus mix and the
FK filtering approaches.

Figures 13 and 14 show respectively the stacked seismic
section after ground-roll attenuation using the FK method and
the new approach. A mute was not applied to the data before
the stacking. The same velocity function was used for the CMP
stacking. The improvement in the definition of the reflectors
is visible throughout the whole section. Better resolution and
better lateral continuity can be seen in Fig. 14.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a new filtering method for the attenuation of
ground-roll. The new method is based on the 2D time-
derivative of the seismograms applied after NMO correction.
The NMO correction makes the reflections approximately
horizontal, thus generating ideal conditions for 2D or multi-
channel filters, which take advantage of the lateral coherence
between the reflections. As the ground-roll is not flattened by
the NMO correction, its contribution will be reduced after the
2D filtering process. The main problem with the NMO cor-
rection is the difficulty of making the initial velocity analysis
in the presence of the ground-roll.
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Figure 12 Super-gather shown in Fig. 5 filtered using the 2D derivative approach is shown in (a) and its corresponding velocity analysis in (b).
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Figure 13. Stacked seismic line RL-5090 after ground-roll attenuation using the FK method.

The 2D filter coefficients are calculated once and the filter is
applied to the whole data set by means of convolution, making
the method computationally very efficient. Numerical results
using real data demonstrate its effectiveness for the attenua-
tion of the ground-roll. Additionally, the 2D time-derivative
filtering method also attenuates NMO stretch, increases the
signal-to-noise ratio and improves resolution. The attenua-
tion of the ground-roll and the recovery of the underlying
reflections can lead to improved velocity analysis on filtered
CMPs. The final stacked section has higher resolution and

lateral continuity, compared to the results obtained using the
conventional FK method. New applications and extensions of
the method for 2D or multi-dimensional directional filtering,
using pre or post-stacking data, can be implemented.
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Figure 14. Stacked seismic line RL-5090 after ground-roll attenuation using the 2D time-derivative filtering method.
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